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Abstract—Designing a good reward function is essential to
robot planning and reinforcement learning, but it can also
be challenging and frustrating. The reward needs to work
across multiple different environments, and that often requires
many iterations of tuning. We introduce a novel divide-and-
conquer approach that enables the designer to specify a reward
separately for each environment. By treating these separate
reward functions as observations about the underlying true
reward, we derive an approach to infer a common reward across
all environments. We conduct user studies in an abstract grid
world domain and in a motion planning domain for a 7-DOF
manipulator that measure user effort and solution quality. We
show that our method is faster, easier to use, and produces a
higher quality solution than the typical method of designing a
reward jointly across all environments. We additionally conduct
a series of experiments that measure the sensitivity of these
results to different properties of the reward design task, such
as the number of environments, the number of feasible solutions
per environment, and the fraction of the total features that
vary within each environment. We find that independent reward
design outperforms the standard, joint, reward design process
but works best when the design problem can be divided into
simpler subproblems.
I. INTRODUCTION
While significant advances have been made in planning and
reinforcement learning for robots, these algorithms require
access to a reward (or cost) function in order to be successful.
Unfortunately, designing a good reward function by hand
remains challenging in many tasks.
When designing the reward, the goal is to choose a function
that guides the robot to accomplish the task in any potential
test environment that it might encounter. Typically, the de-
signer considers a representative set of training environments,
and finds a reward function that induces desirable behavior
across all of them, as in Fig. 1 (Top). In practice, this can be
both challenging and frustrating for the reward designer. The
process often results in many iterations of tuning, whereby
changing the reward function corrects the behavior in one
environment, but breaks it in another, and so on.
We posit that designing a good reward function for a
single environment at a time is easier than designing one
for all training environments in consideration simultaneously.
Imagine the task of motion planning in the home. The reward
function provided to the planner must correctly encode the
desired trade-offs: the robot must stay away from static
objects, it should give wider berth to fragile objects (as in
Fig. 1 (Bottom)), and it needs to keep a comfortable distance
from the person, prioritizing more sensitive areas, such as
the head [9]. It is easier to find a good trade-off among
Fig. 1: A comparison between the joint reward design and our novel inde-
pendent reward design approach. Top: Joint reward design involves a single
step in which the designer specifies a reward for all environments; the robot
directly optimizes this reward in novel environments. Middle: Independent
reward design involves designing a separate reward for each environment. We
then must combine these into a common reward for the robot to optimize.
Bottom: We test independent reward design on motion planning task for a
7-DOF manipulator.
these desiderata for a single environment, rather than across
many environments with different configurations of the robot,
human, and surrounding obstacles, simultaneously.
Unfortunately, it is not immediately clear how to combine
different reward functions designed on each environment, into
a single, common reward function for the task that generalizes
to novel environments. Our observation is that we can treat
each independently designed reward function as evidence
about the true reward.
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Our contribution is two-fold:
Independent Reward Design. We introduce a divide-and-
conquer method for reward design, requiring less effort from
the engineer to design a good reward function across multiple
environments. The designer specifies a different reward for
each environment, as in Fig. 1 (Middle). This relaxes the
requirement of specifying a single reward function that leads
to task completion on all environments. To combine the reward
functions, we make a simple assumption: that the behaviors
that each reward induces in the respective environment has
high reward with respect to the true, common reward function.
We construct an observation model from this assumption
building on our previous work in inverse reward design [5],
and use Bayesian inference to generate a posterior distribution
over the true reward from independently designed rewards.
Analysis with Users. We evaluate our independent reward
design method in a series of user studies where we ask people
to design reward functions in two domains: first, for a grid
world navigation problem, as in Fig. 2; and second, for a
7-DOF robot motion planning problem, in an environment
containing both a human, as well as fragile and non-fragile
objects. Across both domains, we find that independent reward
design is significantly faster, with a 51.4% decrease in time
taken on average, when compared to joint design. Users also
found the independent process to be easier, with an average
84.6% increase on the subjective ease of use scale, and the
solutions produced were higher quality, incurring an average
of 69.8% less regret on held-out test environments when
compared to the baseline joint reward process.
In addition to demonstrating the effectiveness of our inde-
pendent reward design approach in the primary studies, we
formulate a set of sensitivity analysis studies to understand
more thoroughly when and why independent reward design
works best. We vary several factors, such as training set
size, difficulty level of the training set, as well as fraction
of features present in each training environment. We find that
independent design performs consistently better, regardless of
difficulty level or number of environments: independent design
takes 25.7% less time, and planning with the resulting reward
distribution incurs 43.6% less regret on average. We find that
independent design exhibits the strongest advantage when each
environment contains only a subset of the possible features
relevant to the task, and otherwise performs on par with joint
design.
Overall, we are excited to contribute a framework that has
the potential to make designing robot reward functions faster,
easier, and more reliable in important real-world robotics
problems.
II. RELATED WORK
Inverse Reward Design. Our approach draws on “Inverse
Reward Design (IRD)” [5], a recent method designed to ac-
count for cases where the designer specified a reward function
that works in training environments (i.e. jointly designed a
reward function), but that might not generalize well to novel
environments. For example, if the reward function for a self-
driving car were designed under clear weather conditions, then
the designer may have failed to specify that the car should slow
down when the road is wet. IRD interprets the specified reward
as an observation, constructing a probability distribution over
what the true reward might be by looking at the context (the
environments) in which the original reward was specified.
When combined with risk-averse planning, this posterior over
reward functions enables the robot to act conservatively in
novel environments, i.e. slow down in rainy conditions.
In this work we have a different goal: we seek to make
it easier to specify the reward. Treating the reward functions
designed independently across multiple environments as ob-
servations enables us to combine them into a generalizable
reward function.
Designing Reward Functions. The reward function is a
crucial component of many planning and learning approaches.
In “Where do rewards come from?” [15], Singh et al. consider
the problem of designing a reward function for an autonomous
agent. They argue that, if the agent is suboptimal, then it may
improve performance to give it a different reward function
than the true reward function. In this work, we consider the
setting where the reward designer, and not the agent, is the
suboptimal one. We show that a divide-and-conquer approach
to reward design reduces the burden on designers and enables
better overall performance.
[14] proposes and evaluates several interfaces for reward
specification, eliciting three-way trade-offs from users. This
is complementary to our approach, and could be adapted
to collect data for our method. Furthermore, the divide-and-
conquer strategy suggests a natural way to scale this approach
to collect arbitrary n-way trade-offs because we can combine
observations from several three-way interactions.
[8] presents a system to ground natural language commands
to reward functions that capture a desired task. Using natural
language as an interface for specifying rewards is complemen-
tary to our approach as well.
Inferring Reward Functions. There is a large body of
research on inferring reward functions. An especially active
area of study is “Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL)”
[11, 18, 17, 4], the problem of extracting a reward function
from demonstrated behavior. While we share the common
goal of inferring an unobserved reward function, we focus on
specifying reward functions, and not demonstrating behaviors,
as the means to get there.
Sometimes expert demonstrations do not communicate ob-
jectives most efficiently. In complex situations a supervisor
may be able to recognize the correct behavior, but not demon-
strate it. Sugiyama et al. [16] use pairwise preferences to learn
a reward function for dialog systems. Loftin et al. [7] perform
policy learning when the supervisor rewards improvements
in the learned policy. Jain et al. [6] assume that users can
demonstrate local improvements for the policy. Christiano et
al. [2] generate comparison queries from an agent’s experience
and ask users for binary comparisons. Sadigh et al. [12]
show how to do active information gathering for a similar
problem. Daniel et al. [3] actively query a human for ratings
to learn a reward for robotic tasks. In our view, these are
all complementary approaches to elicit preference information
from people, and our approach to reward design is another
option in the toolkit.
III. INDEPENDENT REWARD DESIGN
Problem Statement. The robot must perform a task defined
via some true reward function, which it does not have access
to. The reward designer knows the task and thus knows
this true reward function implicitly. Unfortunately, reward
functions are not easy to explicate [1] – the designer has to
turn intuition into a numerical description of the task.
We consider the reward R : Ξ → R to be a function
parameterized by the k-dimensional vector θ ∈ Rk, where
Ξ is the set of trajectories, or sequences of states and actions.
The true reward function is parameterized by θ∗ ∈ Rk. In
practice, we may wish to choose a class of functions whose
parameters are easily specified by the designer (e.g. linear in
features of the states and actions), and for which there exist
efficient optimization algorithms.
Both the robot and the designer have access to a set of
N training environments {
∼
M1:N}. The designer specifies
N proxy reward functions
∼
θ1:N , one for each environment,
where we assume that
∼
θ i leads to successful task execution
in environment {
∼
M i}. Specifically, success corresponds to
finding the trajectory ξ ∈ Ξ that achieves maximal true reward
R(ξ; θ∗), which we denote ξ∗θ∗ .
We seek to estimate the true reward parameters θ∗ given
a set of proxy rewards
∼
θ1:N and corresponding training
environments
∼
M1:N in which they were specified.
Obtaining a Posterior Over Rewards. We compute a poste-
rior over rewards given the observed proxies
P (θ = θ∗|
∼
θ1:N ,
∼
M1:N ) ∝
P (
∼
θ1|θ,
∼
θ2:N ,
∼
M1) · · ·P (
∼
θN |θ,
∼
MN )P (θ). (1)
A reasonable simplifying assumption to make, however, is that
the proxy rewards
∼
θ i are conditionally independent, given
the true reward θ: the reward designer generates the ith
proxy reward
∼
θ i based only on the true reward θ∗ and the
environment
∼
M i, independent of all other proxy rewards and
environments. We can therefore factor (1) as
P (θ = θ∗|
∼
θ1:N ,
∼
M1:N ) ∝
(
N∏
i=1
P (
∼
θ i|θ,
∼
M i)
)
P (θ). (2)
Observation Model. We adapt the observation model from
Inverse Reward Design (IRD) [5]. We assume that for a
given training environment
∼
M , the reward designer wants to
choose a proxy
∼
θ that maximizes the true reward obtained
by a robot following a trajectory that optimizes
∼
θ , or
∼
θ =
arg maxθ R(ξ
∗
θ ; θ
∗) subject to the dynamics of
∼
M , where ξ∗θ
is an optimal trajectory in
∼
M under the reward function pa-
rameterized by θ. As discussed, however, the reward designer
is imperfect; therefore, we model the designer as being only
approximately optimal at choosing the proxy reward, or
P (
∼
θ |θ∗,
∼
M) ∝ exp
(
βR(ξ∗∼
θ
; θ∗)
)
(3)
β controls how optimal we assume the reward designer to be.
Approximation. Ultimately, we wish to estimate the posterior
(2), which requires the normalized probability P (
∼
θ |θ,
∼
M)
P (
∼
θ |θ,
∼
M) =
exp
(
βR(ξ∗∼
θ
; θ)
)
Z(θ)
(4)
where
Z(θ) =
∫
∼
θ
exp
(
βR(ξ∗∼
θ
; θ)
)
d
∼
θ (5)
Unless the space of proxy rewards
∼
θ is small and finite, solving
for Z is intractable. Furthermore, computing the integrand
requires solving a planning problem to find ξ∗∼
θ
, which adds
an additional layer of difficulty (this is known as a doubly-
intractable distribution [10]). Because of this, we approximate
Z using Monte Carlo integration,
Zˆ(θ) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
exp
(
βR(ξ∗θi ; θ)
)
(6)
sampled reward parameters θi. This assumes that
∼
θ lies
in the unit hypercube. In practice, we compute an optimal
trajectory ξ∗∼
θ i
under the proxy reward
∼
θ i using a domain-
specific motion planning algorithm (e.g. discrete or continuous
trajectory optimization).
Finally, we employ the Metropolis algorithm to generate a
set of samples from the desired posterior over the true reward
in (2).
Using the Posterior for Planning. If independent reward
design were not available, the designer would simply give the
robot a proxy that works across all training environments. Our
approach infers a distribution over rewards, as opposed to a
single reward that the robot can optimize in new environments.
In order to use this posterior in planning, we maximize
expected reward under the distribution over rewards given by
(2),
ξ∗ = arg max
ξ
E
θ∼P (θ|
∼
θ1:N ,
∼
M1:N )
[R(ξ; θ)] (7)
which is equivalent to planning with the mean of the distribu-
tion over reward functions. While this method has the benefit
of simplicity, it disregards reward uncertainty while planning.
As discussed in [5], there are other useful ways of using the
posterior, such as risk-averse planning.
IV. THE JOINT REWARD DESIGN BASELINE
Nominal. Typically, the designer will choose a single reward
that induces the desired behavior jointly across all training
environments
∼
M i. The robot then optimizes this in novel
environments. The implicit assumption here is that the chosen
reward matches the designer’s true reward θ∗.
Augmented. Because the reward designer might not be
perfect at communicating the true reward to the robot, the
nominal jointly designed reward may not be correct. Perhaps
more importantly, there are cases when there are multiple
reward functions that induce optimal behavior with respect to
the true reward on the training environments, yet only a subset
of those rewards perform well in the test environments. The
comparison between nominal joint design and independent
reward design is the practically relevant one, but scientifically
it leaves us with a confound: independent reward design
combines the idea of independent design with the idea of
treating specified rewards as observations. We thus use the
latter to augment joint reward design as well: we treat the
single reward
∼
θ designed across all training environments
∼
M i
as an observation of the true reward θ∗
P (θ = θ∗|
∼
θ,
∼
M1:N ) ∝ P (
∼
θ |θ,
∼
M1:N )P (θ). (8)
This is very similar to (2). The main difference is that the
observation model P (
∼
θ |θ,
∼
M1:N ) here is conditioned on the
entire set of training environments, rather than a single specific
environment. This formulation leaves us with a choice of how
to define this observation model. We use a simple observation
model that assumes the designer chooses the same proxy
reward
∼
θ in all of the environments
P (
∼
θ |θ,
∼
M1:N ) ∝
N∏
i=1
P (
∼
θ |θ,
∼
M i). (9)
We approximate this distribution similarly to the indepen-
dent reward design observation model.
V. EVALUATING INDEPENDENT REWARD DESIGN
IN ABSTRACT DOMAINS
A. Experiment Design
Type of Design Problem. We begin by evaluating indepen-
dent reward design in grid worlds, on a set of environments
that capture some of the challenges of reward tuning that
designers often face in many real robotics problems.
We start with this domain because it affords us greater
flexibility in manipulating the environments and the difficulty
of the task, which we will leverage for our sensitivity analysis
in Sec. VII. In the next section, we will test the generalization
of the results from this domain to a real robot task.
Problem Domain. In this experiment, we ask participants
to design a reward function for a standard 8-connected grid
world navigation task.
For this study, we heuristically chose a set of environments
that exhibit several characteristics of a typical, real-world
robotics task. When designing a reward function, a roboti-
cist typically attempts to sample environments that capture
a diverse set of conditions under which the robot operates.
For example, when designing a reward for a self-driving car,
we choose training environments that exhibit a variety of
weather, traffic conditions, road geometries, etc. Similarly,
no two of environments in our training set have the same
distribution of features/colors. An additional characteristic of
real-world robotics domains is that not all features will be
present in a single environment. For example, we would
rarely expect a self-driving car to experience all weather and
traffic conditions, road geometries, etc. in a single training
environment. Likewise, we chose the set such that not all the
features are present in a single environment.
Independent Variables. We manipulated the reward de-
sign process: either independent, or joint. In both cases, we
presented the user with the same set of 5 environments,
one of which is shown in Fig. 2 (Right). For independent
reward design, we presented the user with each environment
separately. For joint reward design, we presented the user with
all environments at the same time.
In order to evaluate the performance of the algorithms,
we needed access to the ground truth reward. Therefore,
rather than asking users to design according to some internal
preference, we showed them the trajectory that results from
optimizing this ground truth reward. We then asked them to
create a reward function that incentivizes that behavior.
Dependent Measures. Objective Measures. We measured the
time taken by the user to complete the task for each condition.
We also measured the quality of the solution produced by
reward design using regret computed on a set of 100 randomly-
generated environments different from the training set.
Specifically, we employed 2 measures of performance using
the output from reward design. The first (regret nominal)
measures the regret when planning with the proxy for joint,
and with the mean of the posterior over the true reward
function for independent, as described in Sec. III.
To provide a fair comparison between the two conditions,
we applied the machinery developed for generalizing designed
rewards to joint reward design. This approach, which we
call augmented joint reward design (see Sec. IV), produces
a distribution over the true reward function, which allows for
more direct comparisons to independent reward design.
This leads to a second measure (regret IRD-augmented),
whereby we compute the regret incurred when optimizing the
mean of the distribution produced by augmented joint reward
design.
Subjective Measures. We used the Likert scale questions in
the Likert Questions table to design a scale that captures the
speed and ease of use for a reward design process.
Hypothesis. H1. The independent design process will lead to
lower regret within a smaller amount of time, and with higher
subjective evaluation of speed and ease of use.
Participants and Allocation. We chose a within-subjects
design to improve reliability, and controlled for the learning
effect by putting independent always first (this may have
slightly disadvantaged the independent condition). There were
a total of 30 participants. All were from the United States
and recruited through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (AMT)
platform, with a minimum approval rating of 95% on AMT.
B. Analysis
Objective Measures. We first ran a repeated-measures
ANOVA with reward design process as a factor and user ID
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Fig. 2: Left: The results of our study in grid worlds indicate that independent reward design is faster, leads to better performance, and is rated as easier to
use. Right: Some of the grid world environments used in the study. Participants tuned the parameters of the reward function by using a set of sliders.
Likert Questions
Q1: It was easy to complete [process].
Q2: I had a harder time with [process].
Q3: [process] was fast to complete.
Q4: [process] took fewer runs.
Q5: [process] was frustrating.
Q6: I went back and forth between different slider values a lot on
[process].
as a random effect on the total time and the regret.
We found that independent outperformed joint across the
board: the reward designed using the independent process and
the posterior from the IRD-based inference method in Sec. III
had significantly lower regret (F (1, 30) = 10.32, p < .01), and
took significantly lower user time to design (F (1, 30) = 4.61,
p = .04).
Because IRD-based inference is also meant to generalize
the designed rewards, we also tested the IRD-augmented joint
reward. IRD did improve the regret of the jointly designed
reward, as expected. The regret was still significantly lower
for independent (F (1, 30) = 15.33, p < .001), however.
Fig. 2 (Left) plots the results. Supporting our hypothesis,
we see that at least for this kind of problem the independent
approach enables users to design better rewards faster.
Subjective Measures. The inter-item reliability of our scale
was high (Cronbach’s α = .97). We thus averaged our items
into one rating and ran a repeated measures ANOVA on that
score. We found that independent led to significantly higher
ratings than joint (F (1, 30) = 33.63, p < .0001). The mean
rating went from 2.35 for joint to 5.49 for independent.
Summary. Overall, not only do users perform better with
the independent process and faster, but they also subjectively
prefer it over the joint process.
VI. EVALUATING INDEPENDENT REWARD DESIGN
FOR A ROBOT MANIPULATOR
A. Experiment Design
Problem Domain. Following the promising results of our grid
world experiments, we sought to apply independent reward
design to a robot motion planning problem. In this exper-
iment, we examine reward design for the Jaco 7-DOF arm
planning trajectories in a household environment. We employ
TrajOpt [13], an optimization-based motion planner, within
a lightweight ROS/RViz visualization and simulation frame-
work. Each environment contains a different configuration of
a table, a vase, and a human. We used linear reward functions.
Our features were radial basis function (RBF) distances from
the end-effector to: the human’s torso, the human’s head, and
the vase. We had an additional feature indicating the distance
from the end-effector to the table. These features are illustrated
in Fig. 3.
Participants specified the weights on the 4 features by tuning
sliders, as in the grid worlds study in Sec. V. We asked
participants to design a reward that induces a trajectory close
to a ground truth trajectory that is visualized. This ground truth
trajectory is the result of optimizing a ground truth reward
function that is hidden from the participants.
Variables. We used the same independent and dependent
variables as in the grid world study in Sec. V.
Hypothesis. H2. The independent design process will lead to
lower regret within a smaller amount of time, and with higher
subjective evaluation of speed and ease of use.
Participants and Allocation. We chose a within-subjects
design to improve reliability, and counterbalancing to mitigate
strong learning effects observed in the pilot. There were a
total of 60 participants. All were from the United States and
recruited through AMT with a minimum approval rating of
95%.
B. Analysis
Objective Measures. Our results in the manipulation domain
are analogous to the grid world domain. We found a significant
decrease in time (F (1, 59) = 10.97, p < .01) and regret
(both nominal, F (1, 59) = 38.66, p < .0001, and augmented,
F (1, 59) = 54.68, p < .0001) when users employed indepen-
dent for designing rewards, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
Subjective Measures. We found that users found independent
to be significantly easier to use than joint in designing rewards
(F (1, 59) = 40.76, p < .0001), as shown in Fig. 3.
Summary. Overall, our results for manipulation follow
those in the grid world domain: not only do users perform
better with the independent process and faster, but they also
subjectively prefer it over the joint process.
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Fig. 3: Left: The results of our study on the Jaco 7-DOF arm are consistent with the previous study in grid worlds, further illustrating the potential benefits
of independent reward design. Right: Two of the environments used in this study. Participants were asked to tune the weights on 4 features to achieve a
desired trajectory: RBF distance to the human’s head, torso, RBF distance to the vase, and distance from the table. After changing changing these weights,
users were able to forward-simulate the trajectory to evaluate the induced behavior, as shown on the right.
VII. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
From a practical standpoint, our experiments thus far show-
case the advantages of independent reward design over the
traditional approach of designing rewards jointly. We saw
equivalent results in the grid world and the motion planning
task. From a scientific standpoint, however, there are still
open questions: we need push the limits of this method and
investigate exactly what factors of a design problem lead to
its advantages. We conduct three additional experiments. We
chose to conduct this sensitivity analysis in the abstract grid
world domain of Sec. V to make it easier to manipulate
properties of the environments that we present to participants.
A. Feasible Rewards Set Size
In this experiment, we characterize the difficulty of a reward
design by examining the feasible rewards set F(M, ξ) for a
problem: the set of reward functions that produce the desired
trajectory ξ in a given environment, within some tolerance
 ≥ 0. That is,
F(M, ξ) = {θ ∈ Rk : d(ξ, ξ∗θ ) ≤ }, (10)
where ξ∗θ = argmaxξR(ξ; θ) subject to the dynamics of
environment M , d : Ξ × Ξ → R is a distance metric on
Ξ, and  ≥ 0 is a small constant. We vary both the size of
F(Mi, ξ), as well as the intersection over all F(Mi, ξ), for
i = 1, . . . , N . For environments with discrete state and action
spaces, we let  = 0, so that trajectories in the feasible set
must match exactly the true trajectory.
Independent Variables. We manipulate the reward design
process (joint vs. independent), the average feasible set size
over the set of environments (large vs. small), and the size of
the intersection of the feasible sets for all environments (large
vs. small).
We chose the categories of feasible sets using thresholds
selected by examining the feasible set sizes and intersection
sizes in the previous studies. To choose the environment sets
for each of the 4 categories, we followed a simple procedure.
We sampled sets of 5 environments, and computed the feasible
set size and intersection size for each set. Then we chose 1
set from each category randomly to use in this study.
Hypotheses.
H3. The size of the feasible set for an environment negatively
affects the amount of time taken for that environment in the
independent condition (i.e. larger feasible set leads to less time
spent designing the reward).
H4. The size of the intersection of feasible sets negatively
affects the amount of time taken in the joint condition (again,
larger intersection set means smaller amount of time).
We still believe that on average across this variety of
environments, independent leads to better results:
H5. Independent will still lead to lower time and regret while
receiving higher subjective ratings.
Participants and Allocation. Same as the study in Sec. V,
except now we recruited 20 participants per environment set
for a total of 80.
Analysis. In this experiment, we attempt to characterize
difficulty of reward design on a set of environments by two
properties: the feasible reward set size for each individual
environment, and the intersection of feasible reward sets
across the training set. Our results support the hypotheses
that environments with large feasible reward sets are typically
easier, and joint performs best for training sets with large
intersections of feasible reward sets. Overall, however, inde-
pendent still performs well in all cases.
To test H3, we fit the amount of time spent for each
environment in the independent condition by the size of the
feasible set for each user and environment, and found a
significant negative effect as hypothesized (F (1, 568) = 14.98,
p < .0001). This supports H3. Fig. 4 (Bottom) shows a
scatterplot of time by feasible set size.
To test H4, we fit the amount of time spent designing the
joint reward by the size of the intersection of feasible sets.
There was a marginal negative effect on time (F (1, 113) =
2.55, p = .11). This provides some partial support to H4.
To test H5, we ran a fully factorial repeated-measures
ANOVA for time and regret using all 3 factors: design process,
average size of feasible set (large vs. small), and size of
intersection of feasible sets (large vs. small).
For time, we found two significant effects: process and
intersections size. Independent indeed led to significantly less
time taken even across this wider set of environments that is
meant to balance the scales between independent and joint
(F (1, 163) = 10.27, p < .01). And indeed, larger intersection
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Fig. 4: Left: Across small or large feasible sets and intersections sizes, independent still outperforms joint design. A smaller intersection size makes the
problem harder, as expected. Right: As the number of environments increases, we still see benefits in regret and ease of use, but the time difference is less
pronounced.
size led to less time (F (1, 163) = 8.93, p < .01).
For regret, we again found a significant effect for pro-
cess, with independent leading to significantly lower regret
(F (1, 163) = 19.66, p < .0001). Smaller feasible sets
and smaller intersections led to significantly lower regret
too (F (1, 163) = 38.69, p < .0001 for feasible sets and
F (1, 163) = 8.1, p < .01 for intersections). While smaller
feasible reward sets are typically more challenging for the
reward designer, they are in fact more informative – often
smaller sets mean that when designers identify the desired
reward, there are few others that would induce the same
desired behavior. Informally, this means that this recovered
reward is more likely to be close to the true reward, and
hence will generalize well to new environments and induce
lower regret. But there were also interaction effects: between
process and feasible set size, and between feasible set size
and intersection size. We did posthocs with Tukey HSD. We
found that while independent improved regret significantly
for large feasible sets (the setting where independent works
best, because each environment is easy; p < .0001), the
improvement was smaller and no longer significant for the
small feasible sets. The interaction between the two size
variables revealed that when both the sets and their intersection
are large, the regret is the highest; when they are both small,
the regret is lowest; when one of them is small and the other
large, the regret lies somewhere in between the other two
conditions.
The results for both time and regret support H5, and the
results for time are summarized in Fig. 4 (Left).
Summary. Overall, our result from the main study general-
ized to this wider range of environments: independent still lead
to less time taken and lower regret. However, it does seem like
environments with very small feasible sets would be difficult
with the independent process, almost as difficult as with joint.
Independent will work best when each environment is simple,
but getting a reward that works across all environments is hard.
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Fig. 5: Independent reward design performs best when around half of the total
number of relevant features are present in each environment.
B. Number of Features per Environment
This study investigates the effectiveness of our approach as
the number of features present in each environment changes.
Independent Variables. We manipulated the fraction of the
total features F present in each environment, varying from
F = 2/5 to F = 5/5, with 5 possible relevant features in this
domain (i.e. 5 different terrains in the grid world).
In total, we had 5 sets of environments (4 on top of our set
from Sec. V). We also manipulated the reward design process
as before.
Hypothesis. H6. Independent reward design outperforms joint
when there are some, but not all of the total number of features
possible per environment. We expect to see that independent
has performance on par with joint when all features are present
in each environment – then, the designer has to consider the
effect of all features on the induced behavior, and hence must
specify weights on all features for all training environments,
the same as in the joint condition. We also expect the same
performance between the two conditions when there are only 2
of 5 features present in each environment, because identifying
the trade-offs between features becomes trivial.
Participants and Allocation. Same as the study in Sec. V,
except now we recruited 20 participants per environment set
for a total of 80.
Analysis. Taken as a whole, the data aligns well with
our hypothesis. Independent tends to outperform joint with
a moderate fraction of the total number of features (3/5 or
4/5), but the two methods perform about the same when the
minimum (2/5) or maximum (5/5) fraction of features are
present. These results are summarized in Fig. 5.
We ran a repeated measures factorial ANOVAs, with results
largely supporting H6. The effect was most clear in the subjec-
tive measures, where we saw an interaction effect between the
two factors on our ease of use scale– the difference between
user preference on F = 3/5 and F = 4/5 was so strong,
that even the Tukey HSD posthoc, which compensates for
making 28 comparisons, found a significant improvement of
independent over joint for those feature numbers (p < .0001
and p < .02). For other measures the difference on these
two features was not strong enough to survive this level of
compensation for multiple comparisons, but of course planned
contrasts of independent vs. joint on each of the number of
features support the improvement in both regret and time.
Summary. Overall, independent outperforms joint when each
environment only contains a subset of the total number of
features relevant to the task.
C. Number of Environments
Our final experiment varies the number of environments
used in the reward design process.
Independent Variable. We manipulated the number of
environments in the training set. Starting from the set of
environments used in the primary study (Sec. V), we either
randomly removed or added environments to achieve set sizes
of 3, 7, and 9. When adding, we implemented a rejection
sampling algorithm for heuristically avoiding environment sets
that would be trivially-solved by a reward designer.
Hypothesis. We did not have a clear hypothesis prior to the
study: while increasing the number of environments should
make joint reward design more difficult, the effort required
for independent reward design should scale linearly with the
number of environments as well.
Participants and Allocation. Analogous to Sec. V, except
we recruited 20 users per condition, for a total of 80 users.
Analysis. We conducted a repeated measures factorial
ANOVA with number of environments and process as factors,
for each of our dependent measures. We found that the number
of environments influenced many of the metrics. As shown
in Fig. 4 (Right), independent consistently outperformed joint
in terms of regret (F (1, 161) = 9.68, p < .01) and ease
of use (F (1, 161) = 20.65, p < .0001). We also saw that
the time taken went up with the number of environments
(F (3, 159) = 4.94, p < .01); this is unsurprising, as designing
a reward for more environments should require more effort.
Furthermore, we observe that independent is most time
efficient with respect to joint when there are a moderate
number of environments (in this study, 5). If there are too
few environments (in this study, 3) or too many environments
(in this study, 7 or 9), then the differences in time taken are not
significant. This follows our intuition about in what regimes
independent or joint reward design should be used.
Summary. Overall, we observe that while the reward re-
covered by independent induces lower regret and independent
is consistently rated as easier to use, there is less of an
advantage with respect to reward design time if the number
of environments is very small or very large.
VIII. DISCUSSION
Summary. We introduced an approach to dividing the reward
design process into “subproblems” by enabling the designer to
individually specify a separate reward function for each train-
ing environment. The robot combines the individual rewards
to form a posterior distribution over the true reward, and uses
it to plan behavior in novel environments.
We showed that our independent reward design approach
performs better than traditional reward design: not only did
users find independent design easier to use, but it also resulted
in a better quality solution. Furthermore, through a series
of stability analysis experiments, we found that our method
works best when specifying a complex reward function for
a set of environments can be broken down into specifying
simpler reward functions on each environment. This approach
works well in robotics domains where the cycle of planning
and simulation/testing on hardware is slow or computationally
expensive, and hence fewer iterations of reward tuning is
necessary.
Limitations and Future Work. One limitation of our exper-
iments was that we provided users with the desired trajectory,
rather than asking for them to come up with it, as would be
the case in real-world reward design. We did this to control
for differences is subjective interpretations of task completion
across users. In future work, we plan explore independent
reward design “in the wild”.
Further, we see that independent reward design is easiest
when users are given a moderately-sized set of training en-
vironments. In many real-world robotics settings, there are in
fact very large sets of training environments. In future work,
we are interested in exploring how to choose an appropriate
subset from a larger set of environments, so as to maximize
the solution quality.
Building on the promising results on a robot manipulation
task, we are excited about the potential impact of our approach
to designing rewards for a broader class of robotics problems.
Designing reward function for use in planning for self-driving
cars that must operate safely and comfortably across a variety
of environments is challenging. We believe that independent
reward design could be a helpful tool for engineers to design
such rewards with greater ease.
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